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The next neeting of the Melbourne Branch will be held at the
offices of the Australian Insurance Employees' Union at 105
Queen Street, Melbourne, 3000, on Tuesday 12 December at 7.45 p.m.
Readers will recall that Judah Waten vras advertised as the

speaker for the last meeting. However, due to illness he was not
able to attend. His place was taken by Dianne Parsons who gave a
most interesting address on a number of Australian feminist poets,
Judah has now recovered and will present his to,lk on Tuesday

evening. He will reflect on his experiences in the pre-war (192539) left-wing movement. As many readers will know, Judah's
social realist novels have been well received by a wide audience.
Please note that the meeting will be held on the second Tuesday
of the month to avoid a time that is too close to the holidays,

Annual Ueneral Meeting of the.Melbourne Branch

The Annual General 1 eeting of the Melbourne Branch of the A.SS1K

will be held on 12 December at which the usual reports will be
presented and new office bearers for 1979 will be elected,

Hominations will be accepted at the meeting.
Festival of labor

Jin Sirmonds, I'ALA for Reservoir and Chairman of the organising
committee for the festival which it is proposed to hold during

the week 5-12 March 1979, has invited the Society to assist
his committee to arrange some of the historical aspects of the
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week. It will be held in the northern suburbs and will involve

unions, migrant and womens' groups as well as labor Party branches.

It is proposed to discuss the Society's attitude to this request
at the meeting. If readers have axij ideas which they think may
be of use to the organisers they can write to Jin Simmonds at
33 McPadzean Avenue, Reservoir, 3703, ph, 460-1232.
Ted Dickinson

Ross Dickinson is attempting to write a biography of his
uncle, Ted Dickinson, He would be grateful if anyone who has

any information about his uncle would to him c/o Union,
Macquarie University, North Ryde, NSW, 2113. All replies vrould,
of course, be acknowledged and treated with great care.
Laimching of Ueevils in the Flour

Wendy Lowenstein's latest book Weevils in the Plour vras
launched on 23 November in the Retired Waterside Workers'

Associa.tion's rooms at the West Melbourne docks. A large number
of the people who contributed interviews to the book were

present, many of whom renewed old acquaintences. In addition to
the usual speeches there was a fine rendering of the song from
which the book takes its title.

Details of the book are

included in the book notes below.
BOOR NOTES

Three major new works on iirban history have been published in
the last few months. All three make important contributions to
our understanding of how our cities came to be what they are
in this, one of the most urbanised countries in the world.

G-raeme Davidson's The Rise and l-'all of Marvellous Melbourne,

Melbourne, lielbourne University Press, 1978, pp.304,Si8.80
not only traces the rise of 'marvellous Melbourne' to its
pinnacle of booming confidence in the 1880s and its slide into

depths of depression in the 1890s but it also gives us a
number of insights into what it was like to work in the city
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live in its subiirbs, and experience the harsh realiy of blithe

optimisn turned sour. This book not only gives the skeleton of
the city but also puts sone living flesh on the bones so that
■we have a. finely drawn anatony of Melbourne at the end of the
nineteenth century, Peter Spearitt's Sydney Since the Twenties,

Sydney, Hale and Irenonger, 1978,pp.294,Si 1.95, is a well
researched, excellently illustrated dissection of the mother

city's development over the last fifty years. It is a book which
will have a wide appeal to Spearitt's fellow scholars, school
children and the general public. It is worth noting, as an aside,

that the Hale and Iremonger inprint has produced a number of
very interesting books in the last couple of years. It is hoped
that it will grow and prosper and continue its fine contribution
to Australian publishing. ¥eston Bate's Lucky City; The Eirst
Generation at Ballarat. 1851-1901. Melbourne, Melbourne University

Press, 1978,pp.302,$15.00 is the latest offering from a man whose
earlier work on Brighton established him in the forefront of
Australian urban historians.

Peter Selmless,Jessie Street; A Rewarding but Unrewarded Life,

St.Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1978,pp.218,$6,95 is a
very readable account of one of Australia's most remarkable

public women. Prom silvertail to socialist, feminist, friend of

the Soviet Union, ALP candida,te, UN delegate and campaigner for
aboriginal rights, Jessie Street was, by any standard, a most
remarkable person. It is hoped that the current boom in womens'

studies will provide us with more biographies such as this as
well as sone more general social history which show

the forces

that influenced Australian women.

Wendy Lowenstein's Weevils in the Flour; An Oral Record of

the 1930s Depression in Australia. Melbourne, Hyland House, 1978,
pp.464,$20,00 is a collection of edited extracts from some 130
interviews which are drawn from a much larger collection which
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she collected over several years. Of the many personal memoirs
of the great depression this is the most extensive in its range.
It will probably remain the standard account of the depression
according to the victims for a long time, jPerhaps we may soon
have a record of what the 1930s were like 'on the sunny side of
the street' by way of comparison. Although it is rather expensive
Weevils in the i'lour is well worth $20 as a permanent reminder
of what the raw statistics of economic analysis mean in human
terns.

The collection of documents edited by Russell Ward and John

Robertson, Such was Life; Select Documents in Australian History.
vol, 1. 1788-1850, Sydney, Alternative Publishing Co-Operative,
1978, pp.337,$8,95 is a reissue of the sane collection that has
been out of print for some time,

D.V/,Rawson's Unions and Unionists in Australia, Sydney, Allen
and Unwin, 1978, pp,l66, $6,95 appears, on a cursory inspection,
to be a valuable addition to the field.
Our copies of all the above books were obtained from the

International Bookshop, 17 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne.
- Peter Love

SIR ROBERT GIBSON

As an item of additional information to the biogra,phical note
on Sir Robert Gibson provided by Peter Cook (Recorder, August 1978)
the following may be of some interest,

Herbert Brookes - a pillar of the South Yarra/Toorak
establishment to which Gibson also belonged, a wealthy
businessman in his own right and the chief architect of the
loyalist fervour which swept lielbourne in 1918 - was in the
habit of keeping detailed notes of conversations he conducted

with various leading personages, Brookes and Gibson were like-

minded soiils and the best of friends. Theirs was a long-term
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association derived from tlieir mutual involvement in the

intertwined business world of Melbourne and through the
Victorian Chamber of Commerce,

In August 1926, on the sane day that he was appointed to the
chairmanship of the Commonwealth Bank Board, G-ibson had a long
cohversa.tion w4.th Herbert and Ivy Brookes, the record of which

is preserved in the Brookes Papers in the Eational library (JSIA
MS 1924/1/l3112-13114). Gibson was in a reflective and
int ospective mood as he pondered this significant nileston© in
his life and he volunteered two pieces of information which shed

light upon his character and backgromd.
The first appears as something of an oddity. Apparently Gibson,
the reactionary mogul of Australian capitalism during the Great
Bepression, had always thought of following an artistic career;
in fact he confessed to Brookes that he had never really lost
his taste for art. The thought of the hard and domineering Gibson
as a sensitive artist is, of co^urse, hardly credible and that he
posessed a modicum of artistic inclination comes as a minor
revelation.

The second piece of information hints at some of the reasons
for his hs.rdness, Gibson's father was a stem and unbending man,

an autocrat who expected and demanded his own way at a,ll times.
He had never enjoyed good relations with his father. At one stage
Gibson became seriously ill, so much so that he very nes.rly died.
His father was completely indifferent to his suffering and even
refused to alleviate any of the financial burdens that his son
had incurred as a result of his illness. The full realisation of
his father's callousness and lack of affection for him was an

event of some gravity, Gibson decided to leave his position as
London manager of the Camelon Iron Gonpany of which his father
was managing director andremigrate to Australia, Speaking to
Brookes nearly thirty years later, the legacy of bitterness

remalnsd.
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HELBOURITE'S EIRST LAWPUL EKECUTTOT<r"'

The hejiging of tvo.YanJLLenen's Land aborigines, Robert Smallboy
and Jack Siimiinaparewa on 20 January 1842 was seen by a great many of
the residents then living in the Port Phillip Bay Settlement. It was

the first time capital punishment was carried out in the new colony
and the occasion became a festive holiday for the general public.

From the humanitarian point of view the execution was a singularly
brutal act. Rot only were the condemned prisoners forced to experience
the mental terror of meeting death in front of a large crowd of
strangers but they had to bear added physical agonies due to an
xnexperienced hangman and makeshift gallows. The crowd, for its part,

appeared to enjoy the macabre spectacle of Ilelboume's first hanging!
Some three thousand people were assembled hours before the hanging
took place in order to get the best view close to a temporary gallows
which had been erected on open rising ground near LaTrobe Street,
outside the walls of the existing old Melbourne gaol. The Port

Phillip Gazette of 22 January 1842 gave the following account of the
spectators' behaviour:

Wc..o
DGirayed, ^nd tho women,
who made
far the
wL^bltrav'^r^-nrtho^'^
throughout
thebyscene,
thea-re^taqt
greatest

proportion, had dressed themselves for the occasion.

levity

It IS of some interest to speculate why the Port Phillip District
as well as the New South hales administrative authorities permitted
the hanging of Smallboy and Simninaparewa to become such a public

spectacle; and why were the two aborigines executed despite a plea
for mercy from the jury which found them guilty of the murder of

two white seamen? Several reasons can be advanced to account for the
attitude of the colonial authorities,

Mr. Justice Willis, before whom the trial was conducted in the

Supreme Court, had already delivered a judicial opinion regarding the
application of British law to aboriginal aggressions against what he

ermed 'natural British subjects'. His opinion was published only a
few weeks before Smallboy, Simninaparewa aoid three aboriginal women
were arrested and jointly charged xmh the murder at Cape Patterson
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of Williau Cook and Yankey, rvinaways fron -a whaling ship. Under British
authority the sentence of death could he inflicted on natives where

murder hed been committed, argued Judge' Willis. During the trial he
made two further legal points concerning British law and aborigines;

(a) The prisoners were subjects of the Crown by virtue of belonging
to a conquered people who no longer posessed independent rights;
(b) The prisoners had a knowledge of British law.
These opinions tended to preclude any thoughts of mercy which the
colonial authorities might possibly have extended to the two condemned

blacks on the grounds of exemptions from, or ignorance of, the law.

The prisoners had previously been employed for a number of years by
Mr, G,A.Robinson, Chief Protector of Aborigines, Robinson's evidence

on their behalf at the trial simply confirmed Willis's point that

they understood British law because it suggested that they were
familiar with colonial British procedures.

Also, in the eyes of the colonial authorities, the felony of murder
had been compoiuaded by 'robbery under arms'. Sugar, flour, clothing
and guns had been stolen from some of the colony's gentry on pastoral
stations between Dandenong and Cape Patterson. Stealing was viewed as
a most serious offence in mid-nineteenth century society. On the same
day that the two aborigines were sentenced to death, a white
colonist was sentenced to transportation for seven years by the same
court for the comparatively minor larceny of a few articles of clothing.
British colonial authority was subjected to some confrontations

in 1841 from a force of determined Murray River blacks living close
to the border with South Australia, Three a3?med parties of white
overlanders were defeated in succession near Lake Victoria. Some of

the overlanders were killed and they had their flocks and heards
scattered by blacks from the Rufus tribe. These bla,ck victories

AI

threatened at one stage to close the Murray route used by Port Phillip
squatters to supply meat to the Adelaide market,

A few months prior to his arrest Robert Smallboy was employed as
a stoclman by Alfred Langhorne's party. In June 1841 Langhome's

l
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--blacks. In evidence at

his trial it wa.Sv,said that Smallhoyi-^'^^^ Alfred Langhorne from being

speared to death-io, "this affrayx^ct despite his heroism in this
fight, and the fact-that the man whose".life he saved was a nephew of
Captain Lonsdale, the^polace magistrate, Robert Snallboy was not

saved from the hangman,
Perhaps the administrators in Sydney and Port Phillip District
felt they needed to publicly hang the two Van Diemen's land blacks

as a warning to all their fellows who might be considering resistance
to their authority. If the death sentence had been revoked then

an opportunity would have been lost to gra,phically illustrate a
lesson that British authority could and would inflict capital
P"unishnent on aborigional transgressors of the British laws.
The public nature of the hanging and the refusal of the Dew South

Wales Executive Council to halt it, despite the acquittal of the

three aboriginal females tried in the same case (one of whom was

Lallah Rooke Truganini), suggests that it was intended to serve as
a deterrent act,
- John Bacon

OE THE STEPS OF THE DOLE GEEICE DOOR

We do not normallj'" draw attention to records but the issu^^the long
play record On the Steps of the Dole Office Door is worthy of particular
note since it is a collection of Australian songs and verses from the
great depression which are an excellent accompaniment to V/endy

Lowenstein's Weevils in the Flour. It includes such well-kno"wn songs
as Hallelujah I'm a Bum; We^t're on the Susso Now; The Sandy Hollow
Line; and the Dying Bagman, Among the several performers on the alb"um

is Warren Eahey, the well-known folklorist and singer. On the Steps
of the Dole Office Door was produced in Sydney by Larrikin Records
which are gradually building up a fine list of Australian folk records.

Catalogues can be obtained by writing to Larrikin Records, P.O.Box 162,
Paddington, NSW, 2021. Oxir copy was purchased from the International
Bookshop for 17.99.
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THOMAS GAJLE __MLB92-1948

THE- AimmiOGRAPHy 0P> -HE'7 ZEALAND LABOUR ACTIVIST
Tom Gale, a fermer-~seamaiv--was the first chairman of an industrial

branch of the Cbmmujiist-'Party in the Otahuhu Railway Workshops in
New Zealand in the 1930's and was active both in attempts to create
the OBU and fight the growing threat of fascism and as a fellow
activist said of hims

His influence can be remembered by the number
of times one can recall a discussion ending
with the words, 'Let's go and have a yarn to
Tom about it.' (George Jackson)

VThen I was about 14 years old, I was riding behind an
emigrants' wagon which was conveying them down to a ship. An old
German laid his hand on my shoulder and said, 'Never vair a
uniform, my soni It is the badge of slavery.'
I vms a telegraph boy at the time and thought it was a
great joke.

I realised later that what the old German had said was

very wise. Anybody who wears a uniform of whatever description is
a person who is dictated to by some other person and usually holds
a job in which he allows his actions, sometimes even his thoughts
and morals, to be under the control of someone else.

a boy.

Young people were exploited pretty thoroughly when I vj^as
In those good old days when I v/as apprenticed to sailmaking

and rigging for t he Cunard Steamship Co. we started work at 6 a.m.
and worked until 8 a.m.

Breakfast was at 8-8.30 a.m.

Then we

worked until 12 noon,. Then a break for dinner of an hour, and then
we worked until 6 p.m.

I had three miles to walk to work and the

same back'home, I got 7/6 a week to start in the first year, with
the prospect of £1.12.6 a week when I finished ray time.
There were about twelve boys in my gang. Ye used to get

called out to dock small vessels belonging to the company. This
job which happened at night, was eagerly looked forward to by us,
although it usually meant four hours work, we received the large
amount of 2/6 for it. We had to take a boat and row ahead ^ . ;U, .
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of the vessel docking and, if necessary^ take ropes ashore to
warp her through the numerous dock gates until she reached her

mooring bertlL,- Sometimes the vessel never arrived on the night
we were ordered out and this meant a watch at the end of the pier

for four hours. \Ie took it in turns, one boy rauffled up in oil

skins at the end of the pier and the other two dozed in an old rope
and fender hut. It was usually useless to go home after one of

these 'tides' as we called them and we usually slept the rest of
the night on one of the company's ships, usually on a table or a
bench.

Then back at work at 6 a.m,,

We used to be sent to work on any sailing ship that came
into port in order to gain experience. The most vivid experience

I remember was when the 'Lucania' caught fire. Us boys were told
to cork up the coaling ports. The ship was lying at an angle of
45 degrees with her funnel resting on the dock shed, V/e sat on the
side of the ship until it became too hot for us to work.

An amusing incident happened at the docking of one of

the Atlantic liners, the 'Dusitania', The boss rigger, a burly
individual we called 'Buff Davies, on account of his resemblance
to a buffalo, was in charge of the docking operations. As the

liner nosed between the entrance to the locker, right on the bows

stood the first officer. He was an imposing sight dressed in full
uniform, gold braided cuffs etc. One of the shore gang sailors
attempted to throw a heaving line weighted with a heavy monkey's
paw at the end. This consisted of a turk's head made of rope
plaited round a sandbag. The rope fell short. The bow of this
vessel, at this time the largest in the world, rose to a •jonsiderable

height from the quayside. Old Buff, with a snort of contempt,

grabbed the line and, coiling it into loops, turned to me and said,
'Watch me carefully, boy, I'll show you how a line should be

thrown.' Whirling the sandbag round his head in increasing circles
he shot it upwards with terrific force. It went fair and square to
the bow of the ship and struck the imposing figure of the first
officer right on his head.

He disappeared from view as if he was
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Buff immediately turned round and reared, 'who threw that ,

•
heaving line?J' Everybody roared laughing, including me,
for v\/hich I got a clip on the ear from old Buff. He v\;as a great
old character and we boys thought a lot of him.
I Joined a full rigged sailing ship called the 'Vincent'.

She was a fine ship, and in relation to the times, was not so bad
for food. She was commanded by a Noyia Scotia ski^iper named Cox.
He carried a.good stoclc of potatoes and every riorni.ig he had tiao
sailors pick over the spuds and pass over to him anj" that were
going bad. He would examine each one and finally thcow it away,
groaning as if it broke his heart.

The crew were real sailormen

ans used to sing shanties at their work. We had a prt-tty bad start
as on leaving_port, we struck a gale. The skipper was drunk and

boasted that we would not strike sail. 'God takes my sail in." he
roared through his megaphone, when the men protected at earrying
onin the face of the mounting storm,

I will never forget that night, pitch dark waves sweeping
the deck. The deck house was full of ?/ater, which kept wt'-shing
things form one side to the other.

Two men were at the ?/ht3el and

up aloft sails tore to pieces, cracking and banging like v\/hips.
Finally the mate took charge and 'up aloftl Everybody take in sail.'

Wet, sodden and cold, we climbed up'and started to fight the sails.
Some we cut clear and they whizzed out of sight into the scre;aming
blackness. Others were so full of air that men had to Jump on them
to enable their mates to get a grip on them. Finally, ?;e got 1.^er
under lower topsails, forsail and Jib.
About 2 a.m. we discovered we were drifting onto the
coast of Ireland. To my astonishment, a lifeboat came on the scene
and informed us that we were drifting onto the head of old Kinsal^J

but, as the tide was on the turn, we had a chance. How on earth a

boat could live on such a sea was a marvel and, as to the seamanship?
of those lifeboat men, there was no doubt. They stood by until we
were clear and then left, listeneing to the drunken curses of our

skipper, who did not like lifeboat men, Wien sober, the skipper

v.i
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was a pretty decent sort for a blue—nosa,-and he taught ae a little
navigation.

The ship was sold to an American Company at Buenos Aires
and I left her there. I went from there ta Montevideo, where I met
up with a nan who wanted to explore the Chaco, in the expectation
of finding gold. ¥e travelled by train as far as the railway went,

Paysandu, and outfitted there. We bought a carbine, single shot,
tv^o Smith and Wesson revolvers, knives, etc. and started walking
towards the Chaco.

The birds nearly drove us silly.

They V(?ould crouch in the

grass until we got near, then they would fly up and squawk and fly
ahead and repeat the performance. The natives resented anybody
harming them. They call them the watchdogs of the campo as they
give wD.rning of an approaching man long before he is in sight. The
people werervery hospitable and welcomed visitors to their estancias

and tried tb prolong your stay.

In some places they put a notice

saying that if any traveller kills a sheep will he leave the fleece

hanging on the fence*' de stopped at an estancia of which the padrone

was an edl'icated man v;ho spoke good English, He wanted me to stay
and he would have adopted me , but he v/ould not have my mate, who
was older than I,

He had a silver mine on his property but said

he did not intend to work it.

'^fhat is the use?' he said, 'I have

enoiigh' money for my simple tastes and I don't like industrialisation.'

He showed us some good naps of where we we were going.

Of course

the Chaco was not shown, as it was as then unexplored.

I was sorry to leave him, his housekeeper made me some
special dishes which I appreciated.'

Chaco.

Me finally penetrated into the

Some Indians were washing for gold dust in one of the many

streams we crossed but it was not in payable quantities.

The forest itself was uncomfortable.
and difficult to travel through.

It was hot, steamy

Getting out was the worst.

We

lost all sense of direction, as the grov/th is so thick you cannot
travel in a straight line.

you.

Solid walls of cactus sometimes blocked

It was like being in a maze, only the vralls of the maze were
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trunks, hundreds of feet high.

I finally got hold of a canoe belonging to an inclian, vvhich
I appropriated and drifted and paddled until I was clear of the

green, stinking region of the Chaco, I had lost all the gear except
a knife.

I worked for a time on an estancia which was run on the old

feudal lines of the early Spanish settlers.

I was sent out with

a party to chop down coperache trees, which were situated about
twenty miles from the main farm. The wood from these trees is very
hard and a dye is manufactinned from the bark, when we rode back
after a fortnight away, we looked very picturesque. The padrone's
son led us, with his long cape flying behind and his hand on his
hip.

I bet he thought he was the cat's whiskers.
After I had recuperated a bit, I told the padrone that I
was leaving. You would have thought it was one of his own family
leaving. I suppose, actually, that in the feudal style of living
of these estancias away from civilisation, they do regard everyone

in their employ as members of the family or clan.

I got dovm as far as Corrientes, where I was at last in
touch with the railway.
the railway.

Corrientes was, at that time, the limit of

I travelled free on the railway and, in fact, they

stopped the train to let me get on, , It V\;as a cattle train and

everytirae we went through a tov\?nship, I vms supplied with a goad
and instructed to v^alk along the trucks to prod any cattle wishing
to lie down,

I got down to Paysandu, a small port on the Rio de la Plata,
I joined a small two masted schooner called the 'La Palma', The
crew consisted of an Indian skipper, a half-caste Indian and myself.
We carried farina to small townships up small tributaries and

creeks.

Though small, the schooner was a very inport^t visitor to

these isolated communities.

Usually at night, we used to tie up to a tree.

One time

I -was at the tiller, when I took a shot at a bird \«ith an old
fouling piece we had on board.

I missed and the old skipper came
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He yelled and swore and I

wondered what all the excitement was about.

I soon realised why

he was so upset. Prom all parts of the river, small boats and
canoes could be seen, all pulling quickly towards us, The shot

was a signal for help, and it was being answered. However, when
the boat was surrounded by gesticulating, chattering crowd of wouldbe rescuers, the position was soon eased by supplying them all

with coffee and explaining that it was only a 'loco gringo' and,
amidst mutual handshakes and laughter, the incident \'ias closed,
'fhen we got to our port of discharge, there were three or

four boats similar to our own lying moored to a ramshackle wharf.
All the crews came aboard and gave a hand to unload the sacks 'of
farina,

I thought this was a great idea and that my skipper must

be a popular type.

However, when another boat came in, I together

with my tvio shipmates, Y?ent aboard and also helped to ujiload her.

It was just the custom - you help me and I'll help you kind of
thing.

It was a good life on the 'La Palma',

¥e glided along

carrying different goods from one small township to another, fishing,
singing and not v/orrying much about anything. However, I decided
it was time to move along.

At Paysandu I went to the British Consul to get assisstance
to get down to Buenos Aires,

good type.

The Consul was a bamker and quite a

He could not speak English and I had a bit of difficulty

persuading him I was British,

L had the three Legs of man tattooed

on my arm and he said if I could tell him the motto belonging to it
he would believe me,

Fortunately I remembered it - '\fherever I'm

thrown, I'll stand,'

After he looked it up he was satisfied.

He

took me into his home and after a couple of weeks, got me a passage
in a Mahanovich boat do?m to Buenos Aires,
To be Continued
Peter Love

Old Plenty Road
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